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Introd
duction: Performin
ng tractography in
n the native space of
o the acquired difffusion tensor imagging (DTI) data iss often considered
to be m
more faithful to the white matter (W
WM) anatomy than
n performing it in the
t normalized sppace using non-lineearly transformed
data. H
However, tractograaphy in the normaalized space is playing an increasin
ngly important ro le in population aanalyses of white
matter.. In particular, th
he emerging tract specific analysess [1, 2] perform tractography in thhe normalized poopulation specific
templaate data. This apprroach benefits from the increased SNR
S
in the populaation average. Butt, to our knowleddge, the effects of
normallization with tenssor reorientation on the anatomical consistency off tractography ressults have not b een investigated.
Objecttive: This study is to evaluate and compare
c
tractograp
phy results obtaineed in normalized sspace versus thosee in native space.
The tw
wo key hypotheses explored in this study
s
are: 1) Tracts generated in botth normalized and native space havee a high degree off
macrosstructural anatomiical consistency. 2) Average microstructural measu
ures, such as fracctional anisotropyy (FA) and mean
diffusivvity (MD), for traacts obtained in bo
oth native and norm
malized spaces arre consistent. Tracctography results hhave been used to
measurre and influence th
he quality of spatiial normalization approaches
a
[3, 4, 5, 6], but the pressented work in thiss study is addressiing a distinct quesstion: whether non
nlinear sspatial transformattions preserve even
n long-range anato
omical connection
ns when performingg tractography in tthe normalized spaace.
Methoods: Imaging: Thee diffusion weightted (DW) images for 4 healthy adu
ult subjects were acquired on a GE
E 3.0 Tesla scannner using 48 non--collinear diffusion
encodiing directions with
h diffusion weightting factor of b=10
000s/mm2 in addittion to eight b=0 iimages. The scanss were repeated foour times to assesss reproducibility as
a
well ass provide an impro
oved SNR for bettter tensor estimatiion. Pre-processing
g: Eddy current reelated distortion annd head motion
of eachh data set were corrrected using FSL software package [7] and distortion
ns from field in-hom
mogeneities were corrected using
field m
maps. Non-linear teensor estimation an
nd tractography was performed usin
ng CAMINO [8]. S
Spatial normalizatiion: The tensors
estimatted from the indiv
vidual repeats as well
w as from the co
ombined scans weere spatially norma
malized to a populaation average of
similarrly acquired but a different set of scans from 16 heealthy subjects. This
T
was done to reflect a setting oof registering a
populaation to a standard
dized template. We
W employed DTI--TK [3], which has been shown too be best perform
ming registration
methodd for DTI data [9,, 10], for the purpose. Tract extractiion: On each of th
he 16 individual re
repeats and the 4 ccombined scans
(total oof 20), we extracteed 4 major white matter
m
pathways ussing tractography both in native andd normalized spacee. Tractography
was peerformed in 1x1x2
2mm3 voxels, whicch was the dimenssion generated by the scanner, thouugh the inherent sppatial resolution
was 2m
mm isotropic. Thee structures examiined were corpus callosum (CC), ciingulum bundle (C
CB-left & right), inferior frontooccipittal fasciculus (IFO-left & right) and uncinate fasciculus (UNC-lefft & right). Thesse structures werre extracted by
system
matically following
g protocols describ
bed in [11, 12]. Eacch structure was extracted
e
by applyiing waypoint and filter regions of
interest (ROI) to whole brain
b
tractography
y performed in eacch of the 20 scanss. These ROIs werre all identified onn the population
templaate and were inverrse warped onto the
t native space to extract the path
hways in the nativve space. This redduced manually
introduuced inconsistencies in identifying th
he pathways. Evalluations: We perfo
ormed extensive seet of evaluations bbut report a few reppresentative set off comparisons here
e,
due to space limitations. We report the dicce similarity coeffiicients (DC) betweeen the pairs of maasks obtained from
m warping the norm
malized space tracctography and thosse
ography. If
from nnative space tracto
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reflectss the macrostructu
ural consistency between
b
two tracttography sets. Wee also compute D
DCs between the tractography resuults of individual repeats and of th
he
combinned data to provid
de a baseline for co
onsistency. To exaamine the microstrructural consistenccy we compute coorrelations betweenn the mean FA vallues obtained usin
ng
the setss of tractography-m
masks, for both the individual repeatt data and the com
mbined data.
Resultts: Visual consistency: The tracts extracted in the nativ
ve space (Fig. 1, to
op) show high-levvel of visual
consisttency of geometriic shapes with tho
ose extracted in th
he normalized spaace and inverse w
warped into
native space (Fig. 1, botttom). Macrostructtural consistency: The
T DCs (Fig. 2) for most of the strructures are
high inndicating that thee normalized spaace tractography produces
p
macrosttructurally consisttent results
compaared to native spaace tractography. The DC mean an
nd standard deviaations for each str
tructure are
overlaiid in text (individu
ual repeats on the top and combined
d on the bottom). The
T DCs using thee individual
repeatss (overall 0.734
47±0.0891) are consistent with those using thee combined datta (overall
0.75055±0.0848) reflectin
ng reproducibility.. The DCs betweeen tractography results from individdual repeats
and thoose from combineed data are 0.7361±0.0910 indicatin
ng that the non-lineear transformationns do not affect thhe tractography ressults much worse than the inter-sca
an
variabiility. Microstructural consistency: Mean
M
FA values ob
btained using norm
malized space tractoography are highlyy consistent with tthose using native space tractograph
hy
(shownn as high Pearson
n correlations (ρ) in Fig. 3 for botth combined and individual repeatts). X axis repressents mean nativee FA obtained usiing inverse-warped
normallized space tractog
graphy. Y axis rep
presents mean nattive FA obtained using
u
native spacee tractography. Thhe bias (intercept difference betweeen the magenta and
black llines) is primarily due to smoothing effect of interpolaations embedded in normalization, w
which results in sliightly larger tractss in the normalizedd space resulting in
slight rreduction of mean
n FA because of in
nclusion of neighb
boring gray matter, particularly for hharder structures liike cingulum (darrk blue circles). Hoowever, this bias is
i
not subbject specific and hence it is unlikelly that the normaliized space tractogrraphy will introduuce any undesirablle bias in ROI-bassed group analysess. We would like to
t
point oout that for pathwaays like cingulum, which are harder to
t extract the variaability both in term
ms of DC and FA ccorrelations is highh compared to other structures.
Discusssion: Our results demonstrate thatt normalized spacce tractography prroduces anatomicaally consistent stru
ructures comparedd to native space tractography. Botth
macrosstructural and miccrostructural propeerties of tractograp
phy results are preeserved during spaatial normalizationn. This has imporrtant implications: 1) one can extrac
ct
quantittative properties frrom the tractograp
phy data in the norrmalized for perforrming tract specifi
fic analyses, 2) thee spatial normalizaations preserve inddividual topologica
al
differeences and one can build network mo
odels using normaalized space tracto
ography to study ttopological differeences between inddividuals and groupps. More extensiv
ve
evaluattions using 1) add
ditional pathways, 2) other microstru
uctural properties such
s
as mean MD,, mean radial diffuusivity, 3) differennt similarity measuures which can tak
ke
into acccount the geometrric shapes of the trracts and not just treat
t
them as binarry volumes, and 4)) summary connecctivity measures frrom whole brain trractography will be
b
presentted in a forthcom
ming article. Addittionally, to investtigate whether traacts from averagedd data are adequaate for populationn based studies, w
we will also reporrt
consisttencies between traactography resultss on population aveeraged DTI templaate and those on thhe individual DTI data.
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